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Abstract. Open Innovation (OI) research has covered various organizational forms in dimensions of durability (permanent versus temporary organizing) and organizational scope (intra- or inter-organizational). Inter-organizational forms - both temporary and permanent – are regarded mainly as modes of OI. However, these organizational forms also act as initiators of OI activities to extend knowledge transfer across the inter-organizational consortium borders, which is hardly researched. To address this gap, the research presented in this article develops an OI process for inter-organizational projects (IOP) as initiators of OI. The initial model is developed by action research with an IOP of museums and educational institutions implementing a series of hackathons. The model’s applicability is then evaluated for other IOPs by a survey, indicating the model’s suitability for practitioners. Findings point to the importance of collaborative activities for aligning the OI initiative with both individual partners’ and common project goals, while outbound activities are regarded least important despite the time-limitation of the project. The research is limited by its focus on the specific IOP environment of EU-funded projects and the small scope of the survey.
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1 Introduction

The paradigm of Open Innovation (OI) has seen strong growth in research in the past decade, with a prevailing focus on the focal firm [1], [2]. Despite the research attention, West and Bogers [3] urge to enhance understanding from additional perspectives, e.g., network forms of collaboration, and other industry types, e.g., not-for-profit, which has inspired the present research.

Chesbrough and Bogers [4] suggest various organizational perspectives for researching OI. The present research approaches these by the dimensions of durability (permanent versus temporary) and scope (intra- versus inter-organizational). While OI initiatives by definition cross organizations’ borders, the perspective of research mainly focuses on the focal firm to initiate or
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partake in OI activities [1], thus, the permanent, intra-organizational perspective on OI. The temporary perspective of organizing from an intra-organizational view focuses on the implementation of OI projects and their management needs, yet, mainly from the initiating firm's view, e.g., linking project management research to OI [5], [6].

Inter-organizational structures are vastly considered modes of OI, how a focal organization opens its innovation process. OI in networks or clusters as the permanent form have specifically attracted research attention [7]–[11]. However, temporary, inter-organizational projects (IOPs) are an increasingly common form of organizing [12], [13]. In an OI perspective, this form of organizing contains both the challenges of inter-organizational work (e.g., equivocality [14], or differences in practices [15]) and of projects (limitation of time, budget, scope [16]). IOPs are researched as modes of OI [14], [17]–[19]. However, how IOPs initiate OI themselves is scarcely researched yet recommended [20]. Since OI, by its definition, focuses on a process view [4], this research sets out to design a process for managing OI initiated by IOPs. It informs both theory on the perceived importance of OI activities in IOPs and serves IOP managers with a tried and evaluated model. The article follows the Design Science Research paradigm towards developing the process model, combining research methods of action research, interviews, and survey data. The action research cycle is implemented with an IOP of not-for-profit organizations such as museums, educational institutions, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs), funded by a European Interreg program. The article first provides the theoretical framework, then displays the research results along the Design Science Research process towards discussing the suggested process model.

2 Background

2.1 Open Innovation

Chesbrough and Bogers [4, p. 17] define Open Innovation (OI) “as a distributed innovation process based on purposively managed knowledge flows across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and non-pecuniary mechanisms in line with the organization’s business model”. The approach can support both outside-in knowledge flows (e.g., idea competition) or inside-out flows (e.g., joint venture) [21]. Gassmann and Enkel also identify a coupled innovation process [22], focusing on collaboration. Piller and West [23, p. 39] extend this understanding of “coupled open innovation as an interactive, collaborative process of joint value creation” with various actors involved (e.g., users, universities) in different modes (extending to networks or other inter-organizational settings). For enabling organizations to establish OI practices, Zynga et al. [24, p. 18] suggest that micro-foundations are needed consisting of “individuals, processes and structures”. The aspect of organizational structures serves as one perspective on extant OI research.

2.2 Open Innovation: An Organizational Perspective

The first dimension to distinguish organizational structures is durability, specifying permanent versus temporary organizing [25], [26]. The second dimension is the organizational scope of organizing with intra-organizational versus inter-organizational links [2], which Teece [27] associates with facilitating the innovation process. Four different organizational perspectives result for analyzing OI (Table 1).

The intra-organizational view distinguishes perspectives of the focal firm as the permanent and a project as a temporary organization. The analysis of the permanent organization prevails in OI research, focusing on the focal firm that initiates or partakes in OI [1], [2], [28]. The temporary form is scarcely researched [29] while allocated to the intra-organizational perspective [4]. Projects are researched as means to realize OI, with various projects seemingly building towards the OI capability of the firm [6], [30].
Innovation focus shifts from “firm-centric to network-centric innovation” [34, p. 40] for reasons of efficiency, learning, shared risk-taking, and optimized knowledge flows [35]. The inter-organizational perspective focuses on permanent structures such as networks or alliances [4] or temporary organizational forms as inter-organizational projects [13]. Network organizations consist of several independent organizations that maintain continuous and repeated relations across organizational boundaries [36]. Research on innovation related to networks mainly addresses innovation within the network or inter-organizational relations, seeing the network as a mode of OI [7], [9]–[11]. DeFillippi and Sydow [15] argue that working across organizational borders raises tensions to be managed. One of these is the balance of using established versus creating new practices [15, p. 11], the so-called “difference paradox”. Sydow and Müller-Seitz [28] suggest the notion of “stretching practice” to transfer a known practice to an uncertain and new context for OI in networks. They argue that further understanding is needed for OI involving knowledge even outside the network boundaries, thus the network itself initiating OI.

Inter-organizational projects [13] or inter-firm projects [12] are temporary inter-organizational activities. Jones and Lichtenstein [37, p. 234] define: “Inter-organizational projects involve two or more organizational actors from distinct organizations working jointly to create a tangible product/service in a limited time.” Thus, inter-organizational projects provide the tensions caused by working across organizations and add time, scope, and budget limitation as a characteristic of projects [16]. For instance, time limitation might affect OI in such projects since implementing OI methods requires learning time [38]. Inter-organizational projects are mainly researched as a mode of OI themselves [14], [17]–[19]. Du et al. [18] argue for the adaptation for OI implementation, e.g., PM formality to enhance OI success. One reason could be the diverging perceptions of partners, what Eriksson et al. [14, p. 691] call equivocality and conclude that “equivocality, or divergent interpretations and understandings of tasks and knowledge, has negative effects on performance because it increases conflicts and creates communication and coordination challenges in inter-organizational innovation projects.” Barbosa et al. [17] argue that an OI project needs a specific project methodology to cope with partners’ differences and higher uncertainty in inter-organizational collaboration projects [17]. However, research shows that even in an inter-organizational project, OI activities are initiated to acquire knowledge outside the project boundaries [20]. The tasks in temporary organizations are unique and not repetitive [25]. To fulfill the unique task of implementing OI in an IOP implies thus the need for a tailored process.

### 2.3 Open Innovation: A Process Perspective

Open innovation describes OI as an innovation process to be actively managed [4]. Various suggestions describe the innovation process in general [21], [35], [39]–[42]. The process concepts are united by the understanding that it is a sequence of activities to be managed. One approach considers a Stage-Gate model of sequenced phases [41] developed for new product development projects. Various stage-gate models are suggested for inbound and outbound knowledge exchange [32], [43]. Some only distinguish the front end of innovation as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational scope</th>
<th>Permanent</th>
<th>Temporary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intra-organizational</td>
<td>I Permanent organization - initiating OI across firm boundaries, e.g., [1], [23], [31]–[33]</td>
<td>II Firm-governed project - form of OI, e.g., [5], [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-organizational</td>
<td>III Network organization - form of OI, e.g., [2], [7], [9]–[11] - initiating OI across consortium boundaries, e.g., [28]</td>
<td>IV Inter-organizational project - form of OI, e.g., [14], [17]–[19] - initiating OI across consortium boundaries, e.g., [20]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Organizational perspectives on OI
(ideation and selection) and the back end of innovation (implementation) [21]. West and Bogers [44] suggest three linear stages (obtaining, integrating, commercializing) amended by collaboration (interaction) as a continuous activity. The Stage-Gate process has been modified to suit an Open Innovation approach [32], [41] since a tailored innovation process specific to the organization and the challenge faced is recommended [45]. Bican et al. [46] take a broader view on the lifecycle of OI, arguing that earlier work had primarily concentrated on the operation phase of OI and add two more phases: preparation and termination. Having such a specific process for managing open innovation is found supportive [24], [47], [48] since unknown and unclear processes are identified as problems for implementing Open Innovation [47]. Roberts et al. [48, p. 122] argue that “formalization helps to codify best practices”, for which Lakemond et al. [31, p. 345] see an even greater need for project management practices to “align and control partners” the more partners are involved in an OI initiative. Guertler and Sick [5] find that project management helps make OI concepts actionable by coordinating actions and interests and implementing rules and routines. Such detailed activities or implementing routines related to OI implementation are mainly found in domain-specific models, e.g., developing a process for organizing OI contests [49] or OI in the public sector [50].

Resulting from the organizational view, the temporary inter-organizational form – the IOP that initiates OI – needs further research. The definition of OI focuses on innovation as a managed process, yet process models so far lack the dimension of inter-organizational interests and time-limitation in IOPs. While, e.g., in Grönlund et al. [32], the focal firm could adapt its new product development process to OI, in an IOP, organizations face different established processes, the “difference-paradox” [15]. In focal firms, capabilities for managing OI are built up over time [6], [24], the time-limitation of projects though prevents such lengthy learning process. Assuming IOPs as more complex or uncertain, Bagherzadeh et al. [29] argue that a more formal collaboration process is necessary for such projects. Therefore, the research question results: How should a process be designed to implement OI initiatives by an inter-organizational project?

### 3 Research Methodology

The research aims at creating an OI process for IOPs to cope with problems experienced in IOP practice, following the Design Science Research (DSR) paradigm and its method framework by Johannesson and Perjons [51] displayed in Figure 1. The present research is development- and evaluation-focused [51] and has a design- and development-centered entry point to the DSR process [52].

A different research strategy and method might be chosen in each step of the design science method framework [51]. While problem explication and definition of requirements are covered by summarizing and analyzing a preceding research; in this article, with the study having a design- and development-centered entry point, the development and demonstration of the process model (the artifact) applies an action research strategy with a case IOP followed by a survey to validate results within and beyond the case IOP.

![Figure 1. Design Science Research Method Framework of Johannesson and Perjons [51] amended by applied research methods](image-url)

The mixed-method approach combines qualitative and quantitative data collection techniques in sequential order [53]. Action research with a case IOP shall help develop a problem solution in a specific setting, while the survey shall help increase validity beyond the single case. Mixed-method research is chosen for two reasons [54]. First, both qualitative and quantitative methods
have their strengths and weaknesses, which can be balanced by applying both. Action research involves practitioners drawing on scientific and organizational knowledge to solve practitioners' problems and contribute to scientific understanding [55]. However, the external validity of the single case is low [53] and shall therefore be increased by a survey to evaluate the artifact. Second, enriching the qualitative findings with quantitative data will help adapt the model for more use cases. For case study research on technology and innovation, Elsahn et al. [56] urge to broaden research approaches beyond semi-structured interviews. They found that action research was less common in case studies, yet it seems most appropriate for the research question at hand, building towards a process model. A single-case methodology is chosen on the rationale of a revelatory case [57] in which the researcher had the unique opportunity to develop and implement the OI process in an IOP.

The case for the action research is an inter-organizational, international project. The project united nine partners, public museums, research and education institutions, and non-governmental organizations located in five countries. The project's overall goal was to set up an online platform for developing gamified web apps for museums and attractions. The IOP was partly funded by the European Union (EU). The IOP consortium had planned four hackathon events to feed ideas into the project. Hackathons strive to find solutions by involving the public in a competition event, classifying them as a form of inbound open innovation [23]. Appearing as a software development method in the late 1990s [58], today, hackathons are frequently used outside the software industry, e.g., for urban development [58], healthcare [59], [60] or public services [50]. They are regarded as a “jump start for innovation” [61, p. 12], but also relevant for networking and learning [59]. None of the participating museums or hosting institutions had organized a hackathon before. At the start of this research, issues had been analyzed for the first three hackathons of the IOP. The OI process could be developed and tested for the fourth hackathon in this research. Two educational institutions hosted that hackathon within the consortium of the IOP. Seven different museums (non-IOP partners) joined, while seven teams of students and pupils of vocational training from Germany and Poland participated in the event. Additionally, specialists from a Finish university coached the participant teams. The hackathon lasted 30 hours during a weekend in 2019. The participants were students and pupils of vocational training.

The demonstration of the results follows the design science research framework [51], as displayed in Figure 1.

4 Results

4.1 Explicate Problems and Define Requirements

The diagnosis of the problems encountered in implementing the open innovation initiative in the IOP was subject to preceding research [62]. In that research, semi-structured interviews were used to collect feedback from practitioners after successively implementing hackathons in three different countries. The IOP partners implementing the hackathons were satisfied with the event organization but not with the achieved results [62]. The identified reasons for the applicability problems encountered were relating to the process of implementation (i.e., no process view of OI, focusing on implementation of OI event, lack of considering definition and exploitation) and to the increased need for communication in IOPs (i.e., differing expectations of IOP partners, little discussion of OI benefits) [62].

The lacking process view could be explained by the organizational form of the project, which by definition is time-limited and focusing the realization of a specific goal [16]. The goal of the case IOP was defined and amended by a detailed task list during the funding application, including the hackathon events. Marx and Klotz [62] find that in traditional innovation settings, the focus is on managing and finishing the ongoing project, while in OI, the focus is on a constant search for competencies for future cooperation. The OI initiative in the case IOP is
handled as a traditional innovation project, focusing on finishing the current project yet lacking the perspective of OI on future collaboration.

Differing expectations could be related to the concept of equivocality [14] that requires strong communication in IOPs. Further, OI “is not a universal best-practice” [63, p. 606]. The application needs to be justified. Gassmann and Enkel [22, p. 15] argue that “there are significant benefits achieved by a serious discussion on when the open innovation approach should be implemented and when not”. Barbosa et al. [17] conclude that an OI project needs a tailored methodology, primarily focusing on clarifying expectations and an open approach to communication.

Therefore, the current study aims at tailoring a process for OI in IOPs, ensuring that differing expectations of IOP partners are negotiated for a proper definition of the OI initiative of the IOP and that time-limitation is considered for exploitation. Applying such a process is expected to lead to satisfaction with the results of the OI activity in the IOP.

4.2 Design and Develop Artifact

An action research approach is taken for this phase in the research process. Action research follows a research cycle, starting with diagnosing or constructing the problem, planning the action, taking the intervention, evaluating and reflecting or specifying the learning [51], [64]. Context and purpose [53], [55] as a prerequisite towards the action research spiral and diagnosis were summarized in the preceding section.

The initial process model starts with a model for open innovation in the public sector by Mergel [50] displayed in Figure 2. As a dedicated process model for OI, it seems appropriate as it focuses on public institutions and inbound OI with idea generation, thus representing the partner organizations and the OI initiative in the case IOP. Additionally, this process model has a pre-phase, as a definition stage, and a focus on implementation for exploiting the results from the OI initiative.

![Figure 2. Open innovation phases in the public sector by Mergel [50, Figure I., p. 608]. graphically modified](image)

The model is adjusted to address the identified requirements: negotiating expectations to ensure a proper definition and establishing an exploitation phase to frame the operational OI implementation. The initial process model of this research comprises six steps: Clarify goals, Agree outputs, Agree method, Implement ideation, Validate results, Implement and leverage (Figure 3).

With the first three steps, a focus is on defining the OI initiative's purpose and design. Clarify Goals (1) was added to ensure strategic anchoring, as aligning with strategy supports OI actions [38]. This clarification goes beyond the definition of the problem [50] since, in the IOP, all involved institutions need a shared understanding of why to implement OI and how this relates to their individual organizations’ and their common project goals. Expected outcomes of innovation in networks can differ, e.g., innovation as such but knowledge or building relations [9]. Therefore, Agree Outputs (2) was added to negotiate expected results and quality.
Figure 3. Initial Open Innovation process for inter-organizational projects

Building collective meaning in cross-functional dispersed project teams is vital in communication [65]. Therefore, activity terms such as explore, understand, and negotiate are used for stages 1 and 2. Agree method (3) is added as a definition stage, detailing the OI activity. Based on goals and expected outputs, the OI tool, the participants, the task, and the selection criteria for results are defined. The following three steps, (4)–(6) Implement ideation, Validate results, Implement and leverage, incorporate steps from the initial OI process model [50]. The ideation tool is implemented (4), e.g., the hackathon (in Mergel’s model “Idea Generation and Incubation”). Validation of results (5) links to the pre-defined selection criteria (in Mergel’s model “Validation”). The results are then implemented and leveraged (6) (in Mergel’s model “Reveal and Implementation”), in the case of IOPs also across the consortium. Leveraging is a critical managerial activity in innovation management [7], in the suggested model it includes collecting feedback, lessons learned and implementing the results. Implementing OI initiatives within a business ecosystem can both develop the ecosystem entirely and the participating firms individually [11]. However, a differing understanding of innovation by the ecosystem members is a challenge [11]. For innovation, Moore [66, p. 76] first introduced the business ecosystem concept in which companies “work cooperatively and competitively to support new products, satisfy customer needs, and eventually incorporate the next round of innovations”. Radziwon and Bogers [11] characterize business ecosystems by the co-evolution and interdependencies of members, the factual or virtual proximity, and the option for orchestration. Though these concepts exist, reality in public initiatives proves different, with a majority focusing on one-directional idea gathering [50]. In an IOP, the various partner organizations are embedded in their business ecosystems, potentially at various locations that are accessible for the benefit of knowledge exchange for the IOP. This combination of ecosystems of IOP partner organizations to access knowledge is called the knowledge ecosystem in this article. The exchange with the knowledge ecosystem of the IOP is added to the initial process model, where linear knowledge transfer is replaced by a continuous inflow and outflow of knowledge with a more extensive range of stakeholders [67].

4.3 Demonstrate Artifact

The process was applied and demonstrated by implementing an additional hackathon in the case IOP. Applying the suggested process resulted in a different design of the OI initiative though in the similar IOP (Table 2).

Firstly, the clarification of goals revealed differences in the goals for the IOP consortium and the individual organizations implementing the OI initiative. While the IOP’s goal was to gain ideas for the digital platform, the organizers’ additional goals were networking and learning opportunities for pupils and students. Realizing this difference affected both the expected outputs (still containing ideas or code, but eliminating ready solutions for the favor of (paper-) prototypes and conceptions), but also the communication of the OI initiative (changing from a
focus on competition and results to a focus on learning), the team set up, and the integration of the IOP’s knowledge ecosystem (Table 2). As the word hackathon is firmly attributed to coding [59], communication was re-designed inviting to a “Creative workshop for IT in our museums”. Aiming at learning and networking, the involvement of the IOP’s knowledge ecosystem changed, with museum representatives becoming part of the teams instead of having a mentor role like in the preceding hackathons. Secondly, following the process, the leveraging phase was established more broadly. Lessons learned were documented in a guide for hackathons in museums and published. The goal of building a regional network was implemented. The idea implementation was followed up individually by the participating museums outside the IOP. Results were shared with the IOP consortium, although these proved beyond the IOP’s scope and resources.

Table 2. Characteristics of OI in the case IOP (extended from [62])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3 Cases [62]</th>
<th>1 Case with OI Process in IOP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OI mode</strong></td>
<td>Hackathon 30 hours</td>
<td>Ideation event 30 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus of event</strong></td>
<td>Competition, Results</td>
<td>Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participant types</strong></td>
<td>Students, professional developers</td>
<td>Students, pupils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Team rules</strong></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5 + 1 = 6 (i.e., 5 students/pupils + 1 museum representative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Involvement of museums</strong></td>
<td>Coaching: 1-2 museums as mentors and organizers</td>
<td>Participating: 7 museums as team members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Briefing of participants</strong></td>
<td>Narrow challenge: Highlighted problems in a single museum, partly proposed solutions</td>
<td>Broad challenge: Game for a smartphone to motivate museum visit, proposed stories/topics from various museums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accepted results</strong></td>
<td>Ideas, code, ready solutions</td>
<td>Ideas, (paper-) prototypes, code, conceptions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A focus group was conducted five weeks after the IOPs hackathon, with four representatives from museums, five organizers, and one representative from a museum association. Notes were taken during that discussion and coded. The organizers confirmed their satisfaction with the results of the OI activity in that discussion. The qualitative data from the focus group helped identify elements for adjusting the model: regarding wording, the adaptation of individual items, and distinguishing the results transfer occurring within and outside of the IOP. The adjusted model is shown in Figure 4.

For enhanced clarity of the process model, a consistent naming approach was chosen by combining activity and noun, speaking of the OI method instead of specifically hackathon and rephrasing individual items. Adding or amending selected items was done regarding:

- **Roles**: The focus group proved that integrating a museum representative into the team needs a more detailed role clarification. One host said, “the group felt pushed. They want as much freedom as possible”, while a museum representative realized “I have to step back more”, and another asked, “Which role do I have exactly?”. Thus, role clarification needed to be added to the process model (3).

- **Communication**: The engagement with the IOP’s knowledge ecosystem prevailed in phases (3) and (4). Therefore, in (3), the definition of the communication with the IOP’s knowledge ecosystem needed to be added and marked more clearly in the model.

- **Resources**: Resources for implementing the OI activity were clearly outlined in the IOP, yet resources for implementing (unpredictable) results from the OI initiative had not been defined beforehand. Therefore, the results from the OI initiative could not be directly integrated into the case IOP. Thus, in the model in phase (2), negotiating resources for OI activity and for implementing results of OI were split into two different activities, and the phase was renamed to Agree Input and Output of OI.
Selection: While during the hackathon, a jury selected a winning idea, the discussion showed that a second step is needed for the evaluation of the implementation by either the IOP, an individual organization or a network. While implementing the OI method, selecting ideas in a competition-based activity should be covered. However, the validation of results (5) needed clarification to document all results achieved and select results for implementation separately.

Figure 4. Adjusted Open Innovation process for inter-organizational projects

A significant change resulted from feedback from both organizers and museums regarding the results transfer. From the organizers’ view, the expected knowledge transfer in terms of intellectual property needs to be defined and outlined in the terms and conditions for the OI initiative. In other studies, property rights were identified as a significant barrier towards involving external sources in ideation [68]. Gama [69] argues that different formal and informal appropriation methods are combined for collaborative ideation. Therefore, the activity ‘define results transfer mode’ needed to be added in phase (2).

The most considerable change to the model was towards the end of the OI process. While one museum considered “integrating the ideas in other already planned projects”, others confirmed it “has kicked off further ideas in the museum”. The resources, both knowledge and financial, and day-to-day tasks hindered direct implementation (“there are so many daily tasks”). Thus, it seemed ideas were triggered; however, there was a need to plan upfront how to incorporate the results by participating organizations in the IOP or outside, thus considering both inbound and outbound options. The after-event phase presents most challenges [58], [60]. Therefore, phase (7) was rephrased to transferring results either within the IOP or to other projects or stakeholders (see (7A)–(7C) Figure 4). Additionally, the activities within IOP governance were marked more clearly to distinguish from the border-spanning activities.

With the participation of the IOP’s knowledge ecosystem and the various modes of transferring results from the OI initiative within the IOP towards the outside, the new process moved from an outside-in perspective to a combination of outbound and inbound innovation. As this adjusted model could not be implemented in the case IOP due to the limitation of time and resources, a different approach – a small scale survey – was taken to evaluate the model.
4.4 Evaluate Artifact

With the survey, two aspects are evaluated: firstly, if there is a difference of perception of the proposed model between case IOP participants and non-participants; and secondly, the perceived importance of the model’s activity items and the overall suitability. For step one, the hypothesis is that there is a significant difference in evaluating the proposed items of the model by the case IOP participants (group 1) and by representatives of other IOPs (group 2), as group 1 is familiar with the specific case the model was built for. In the survey part 1, the perceived importance of each activity item was evaluated, measured on a 5-point scale (1 not at all important, slightly important, important, fairly important, 5 very important). The second part showed the model as a graphic to the respondents (Figure 4). The respondents were then asked how well the model in total is suitable for implementing an OI activity in an Interreg IOP on a 5-point scale (1 does not suit at all to 5 suits perfectly).

Table 3. Test results for activities and total model for differences in group 1 and 2, *p = < 0.05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item nr.</th>
<th>Activity item</th>
<th>Mann-Whitney-U</th>
<th>Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)]</th>
<th>Pearson (r)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Clarify joint goals of the project for OI activity</td>
<td>17.500</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>4.750</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Clarify individual partners’ goals regarding OI activity</td>
<td>18.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>4.333</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Building joint understanding for the need for OI activity</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.656*</td>
<td>4.333</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Negotiate expected OI results and quality</td>
<td>12.000</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>3.750</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Negotiate resources for OI activity</td>
<td>13.000</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>3.833</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Negotiate resources for implementing results from OI activity</td>
<td>11.500</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>4.083</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Define transfer mode of OI results (e.g., intellectual property rights)</td>
<td>12.000</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>4.250</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Select tool for OI (e.g., idea contest)</td>
<td>14.000</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>4.167</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Define OI target group, team roles and rules</td>
<td>10.000</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>4.333</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Define OI task/challenge</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>4.167</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Define selection criteria for OI results</td>
<td>12.500</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>3.917</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Define communication to stakeholders/ecoystem</td>
<td>12.000</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>3.917</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Involve knowledge ecosystem</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>3.833</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Implement chosen OI activity</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Document results from OI activity</td>
<td>18.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>3.667</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Select results from OI activity for implementation</td>
<td>16.000</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Gather feedback on OI activity</td>
<td>13.000</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>3.750</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Document lessons learned on OI activity</td>
<td>10.500</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>3.917</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Transfer OI results for implementation in current project</td>
<td>13.000</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>4.167</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Transfer OI results for implementation in new project</td>
<td>16.500</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>3.417</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Transfer OI results for implementation by any project partner</td>
<td>9.500</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>3.500</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Transfer OI results for implementation by any stakeholder</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.618*</td>
<td>3.250</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>In your view, how well does this process model suit for implementing an OI activity in an Interreg project?</td>
<td>11.000</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>4.417</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the scales as ordinal, the Mann-Whitney U Test is chosen as a test statistic for bivariate data of independent samples, with an equal size of n for both groups improving the
validity of the test [70]. The Mann-Whitney U Test is suited for smaller sample size \((n_1 + n_2 < 30)\) [71] (here: representatives of the case IOP \((n_1 = 6)\) and representatives of other IOPs \((n_2 = 6)\)). For such cases, the test statistic \(U\) and the exact significance shall be used [71]. The significance criterion is set at \(\alpha < 0.05\) [53], [72]. In case of significance, the effect size is evaluated by Pearson \((r)\), since \(n_1 = n_2\) [71], with \(r = 0.10\) a small, 0.30 a medium and 0.50 a strong effect [72].

Only two items show a difference of groups 1 and 2 at a significant level of \(p < 0.05\): items 3 and 22 (Table 3). The effect size \(r\) is 0.656 and 0.618 respectively, thus a strong effect [72]. For these two items, the hypothesis is accepted and rejected for all other items. Thus, the developed model seems to be judged similarly outside of the case IOP. For items 3 and 22, the differences are caused by perceived lower importance in group 1. While item 3 is still somewhat crucial for group 1, it seemed acceptable to stay within the model. Item 22 surprisingly falls below the score of ‘important’ in group 1 (Table 4). The difference between the two groups cannot be explained with the available data. However, as in group 2, this item is considered important (mean/mode = 4); this item is kept in the model. Each of the other individual items 1 to 21 that build the suggested process is considered important to very important (mean, mode). Thus, the items selected for the model are of relevance.

**Table 4.** Analysis of items with a significant difference in groups 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item nr.</th>
<th>Activity item</th>
<th>All ((n = 12))</th>
<th>Group 1 case IOP ((n = 6))</th>
<th>Group 2 non-case IOP ((n = 6))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Building joint understanding for the need for OI activity</td>
<td>4.333</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Transfer OI results for implementation by any stakeholder</td>
<td>3.250</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Item 23 of the survey considers the overall suitability of the process model for implementing OI in an Interreg IOP. With no significant difference between the two groups in their view of the model (Table 3), we have to reject the hypothesis and accept the null hypothesis. This item has a mode of 5 (suits perfectly) and a mean of 4.417; thus, a strong tendency towards being a suitable process for Open Innovation within an Interreg IOP, a specific type of IOP researched in this study. The same notion is also reflected by free text answers such as “looks very good to me”, “well organized and detailed”, “adequate and comprehensive”, and “the process fits very well with our findings on how to implement OI in an Interreg project”. However, despite overall fit, two suggestions are made for further flexibility and iteration: “cannot accommodate any change of plans at a later stage and cannot be combined with an agile approach” or even more concrete “a feedback loop between 5 (Validate results) and 3 (Agree OI method) could be added. Being aware of the potential flaws in the set-up will enable the project partners to steer the methods in the right direction”.

**5 Discussion**

The research project investigated how an IOP could design a process to implement OI initiatives. The adjusted process model (Figure 4) was positively rated for the overall model and the individual activity items by the case IOP and other IOP representatives. Applying a dedicated process for managing OI was found beneficial in extant studies [24], [47], [48], with several authors urging for a tailored innovation process [41], [45]. The positive perception of the proposed model could also be explained by the “difference paradox” [15, p. 11]: with the different organizations having their different innovation practices, there is a need for the IOP to shape and negotiate its tailored practice, as is emphasized in the model. The positive perception of the suggested process could be explained by the stretching practice concept suggested by Sydow and Müller-Seitz [28] to apply a practice from a known area to an area of uncertainty. In
the case IOP, the introduction of OI practices was perceived as new. However, the proposed process model reminds of a project life cycle from project management (e.g., [16]: organizing and preparing, carrying out the work and closing the project), a subject familiar to the IOP members. The proposed OI process could be viewed as a small project within the IOP. Since the IOP partners are familiar with project practices, the proposed process might have appeared familiar as a stretching practice from project implementation to the specific OI initiative and therefore gained positive evaluation.

The rating of individual activities in the model reveals that those relating to phase (1), i.e., clarifying goals, have the highest scores of all activities (Mean 4.333–4.750), while those related to the transfer of OI results (7) have the lowest scores (Mean 3.250–3.500) except for the transfer of results incorporated within the present IOP (Mean 4.167) (7A). The high importance of clarifying activities amongst the IOP partners can be attributed to the concept of equivocality that might reduce project performance in innovation in IOPs [14]. To combat equivocality, building collective meaning in dispersed teams [65] might raise the perception of the importance of this clarification stage.

The project view could explain the medium importance of transfer activities outside of the IOP, focusing on the time-limited implementation of a unique result [16]. That might prevent projects from considering outbound options of innovation activities as also found less prevailing in firms [73]. The Interreg IOPs follow a specific lifecycle [74] based on detailed planning to be contracted by funding authorities. Since underlying contracts impact the transfer of knowledge in inter-organizational projects [75], it can be assumed that the contract with the funding provider influences how the project is implemented: focusing only on the contracted results.

The flexibility for iterations in the model that two study respondents point out suggests an adaptation for feedback cycles. For Cooper’s Stage-Gate process, Cooper [41] argues that iterations and adaptations are possible despite the graphical representation seeming linear. The present model should be understood in the same way, as a starting point open for tailoring to specific IOP circumstances or repetitive for various OI activities. The suggestion of an agile management approach can be related to the phase after the OI results are transferred to a specific mode of governance for exploitation, for the backend of innovation as suggested as one mode of implementation by Gausemeier et al. [21] depending on the type of project.

5.1 Theoretical Contribution

The research suggests, tests, and evaluates a process model for implementing OI initiatives in IOPs, with the sample of Interreg IOPs. It covers an organizational dimension of OI that has largely been neglected: temporary, inter-organizational structures that initiate OI activities. Few studies so far acknowledged the need for further understanding of innovation even across boundaries of inter-organizational structures [20], [28].

The suggested process model extends existing models [46], [50] with an IOP perspective. The IOP is specific by meeting challenges of inter-organizational organizing, e.g., “difference paradox” [15] or equivocality [14], as well as of the characteristics of a project such as a temporariness, uniqueness of task, and goal orientation [16]. Apart from the operational stage, the model emphasizes the preparation and termination stages that Bican et al. [46] recommend. Further, the process model demonstrates the need for mutual exchange with the knowledge ecosystem of the IOP, thus encouraging inbound and outbound knowledge flows as well as the transferring results to non-temporary forms of governance.

The research further shows that while all activity items are considered of medium to high importance, those attributed to clarifying goals are considered to be of the highest importance. In contrast, those attributed to transferring results outside the IOP boundaries are considered of the lowest importance. It thus seems that IOPs might be “net ‘takers’” of knowledge as Chesbrough and Brunswicker [73, p.17] also found for large firms.
5.2 Managerial Contribution

Practitioners managing IOPs are supported by a tried and tested OI process for IOPs. There are many modes of OI to choose from [73]. However, in an IOP, the stage before implementing the OI initiative is crucial due to diverse partners’ expectations regarding the goals of the total IOP consortium and the individual IOP partner organizations.

Of all activity items presented, those regarding the transfer of results, especially outside the IOP, were regarded least important. While that supports the project view on focusing on getting a particular result produced by several partners in a limited time, especially in the field of EU-funding, this focus might impede the intended dissemination of publicly funded results beyond IOP consortia. The findings can encourage IOP funding providers to enable the IOP members to see benefits from externalizing knowledge beyond the IOP to enhance the perceived importance of outbound activities in such projects.

5.3 Limitations

The environment of the selected case limits this study. The case in the action research cycle and the survey addressed IOPs that received funding from an EU program, mainly involving not-for-profit organizations. Referring to Chesbrough and Bogers’ [4, p. 12] definition of OI, the proposed process suggests how to organize knowledge flows “in line with the organization’s business model”. It could be argued that this model is specific to the business model of EU funded IOPs only. Therefore, future research should apply the process in other IOP environments. However, a contribution is made for not-for-profit environments [3].

As limited to a single case and a small sample survey, the study’s results cannot be generalized. The researcher was involved in the action research approach with deep exchange with practitioners, which might bias the results. However, this allowed the tailoring of the approach and immediate interaction needed for action research. A mixed-method approach was taken to combat the single case limitations. While statistical calculation with the Whitney-Mann-U test proved that both groups largely agree in their judgements of the fit of the total model and single activity items, it could be argued that the test power was too small to detect differences in their perception. Therefore, a future recommendation is to enlarge the sample.

6 Conclusion

This article describes a Design Science Research study to develop an OI process for IOPs. It takes up the call for further research on OI in inter-organizational structures, focusing on the organizational form of inter-organizational projects adding the aspect of temporariness. Though limited by a single case IOP and a small sample survey, the suggested process for OI initiatives in IOPs proved equally relevant to the case IOP representatives and those involved in other IOPs. The suggested process model can support OI practice in IOPs, as a practice to overcome the “difference paradox” when IOPs initiate OI activities.

The potential for future research for the perspective of OI initiated by temporary, inter-organizational structures is manifold. Firstly, the process model should be tested in additional case studies. Both broadening to other IOP settings, e.g., for-profit partnerships and other OI modes, would enhance the model's validity and provide room to investigate iterative phase concepts. A higher number of samples could improve the statistical power. Secondly, the long-term effects of OI initiatives of temporary IOPs need further research. Melo et al. [6] suggest that a vanguard project is vital on the path towards full incorporation of OI in an organization. Could Interreg projects and IOPs act as vanguard projects in OI for organizations? Thirdly, the transfer mode of OI results from IOPs provides room for future research. While transfer modes were considered less important, an investigation of potential benefits and prevailing transfer modes considering the temporariness of the IOP seems beneficial both for theory and practice.
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